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ostensibly for purposes of the business but includes, in partial measure, a benefit of a personal 
nature. It is abolished in the Union Budget 2009-10. 

Perquisites 
Perquisites are benefits in addition to normal salary to which employee has a right by virtue of his 
employment. To put it simply or 'perks' as they are called colloquially, are benefits generally in 
cash/kind, received by an employee by virtue of his employment. 

Perks arc taxable as a part of salary as per the India income tax laws and includes: 
• the value of rent-free accommodation
• the value of any concession in the matter of rent respecting any accommoda,,...,,· n-r,.,._u 

• car
• club membership
• travel

Some words 

Fiscal Drag 
A situation where inflation pu� income into higher tax brackets- bracket creep. The result 
is increase in income taxes but no increase in real purchasing power. This is a_.problern during 

.. periods-ofhighinflation,Governmentgainsdue·to·lrighertmccoltectkfns·,rndtheeconom}-stiTfers· 
as growth is dragged down due to less demand. In high-growth and high inflation economies 
('overheated'), fiscal drag acts as an automatic stabiliser, as it acts naturally to keep demand stable. 
More in the Classroom 

Fiscal neutrality 
When the net effect of taxation and public spending is neutral: neither stimulating nor 
dampening demand. 

Crowding Out 
Excessive government borrowing can lead to shrinkage of the liquidity in the mark.et; forces 
the interest rates to go up; private investment is crowed out for two reasons: liquidity availability is 
less and the rates arc high. Investment suffers and growth decelerates. The Government also may 
not spend the borrowed resources well to generate returns. If the government deploys the funds 
well, it may have a 'crowding in effect': the infrastructure built can have a multiplier effect on 
investment, tax collections and growth. 

Pump-priming 
Deficit financing and spending by a government on public works in an attempt to revive economy 
during recession - countercyclical measures. It can raise the purchasing power of the people and 
thus stimulate and revive economic activity to the point that deficit spending will .no longer be 
considered necessary to maintain the desired economic activity. 

Small Savings 
Small savings instruments are Post Office Monthly Income Schemes and 1ime Deposits; National 
Savings Scheme; Indira Vik.as Patra; Kisan Vik.as Patra; Public Provident Fund and so on. They 
are aimed at promo.ting safe and long-tern1 savings by individuals. They are called small savings 
because the amount saved is relatively small. They are initiated by the central Government but 
mobilized by the State Governments; and · are deposited \Vith and managed by the central 
government. As a reward State Governments receive all such savings as loan. 

Small savings are a sizeable portion of the financial savings of the country. They contribute to the 
finances of the Government- federal and State- that is, they are an important source of borrowing 
for the government. These schemes have a built in tax concession that enhances their attraction for 
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E-i2HP�i1 IAS I 
When an economy has fallen into deflation, demand from businesses and consumers to buy 
nroducts falls because thev exncct to nav less later as nrices fall. But as oroducers stnw:e:lc to sell 
�nd go bankrupt, uncrnpl�ym�nt rises: r�ducing dcma;1d further. That ca.uses deflation t; become 
more pronounced. 

It makes it more expensive to service existing debts. As debt becomes more expensive to pay off, 
the risk of default and bankruptcy rises too, making banks more wary of lending. This may reduce 
demand and further exacerbates the deflationary problem. To counter this, QE may be attempted as 
in the advanced world since 2011. 

Remedy: 
• Tax cuts to boost demand from consumers and businesses
• Lowering central bank interest rates to encourage economic activity
• Printing more currency to boost money supply
• Capital injections into the banking system
• Increase government spending on projects that boost the return on private investment

India did not face tl{e threat of deflation at the retail level but till December 2015 for 14 
consecutive months, Wholesale Price Index (\VPI) inflatio�s in the negative. 

Inflation and corruption 
The link is as follows 

a. through black money
b. hoarding not being checked
c. commodity prices being manipulated through speculation as NSEL crisis shows.

Inflation Targeting 
Inflation targeting focuses mainly on achieving price stability as the ultimate objective of monetary 
policy. This approach entails the announcement of an inflation target- either a number or a range, 
that the central bank promises to achieve over a given time period. The targeted inflation rate will 
be set jointly by the RBI and the government, the responsibility of achieving the target would rest 
primarily on the RBI. This would reflect an active g6ve·rnrnent participation in achieving the goal 
of price stability with fiscal discipline by way of a rational borrowing programme (not borrowing 
in excess). 

Monetary policy and fiscal policy have to converge for achievement of inflation targeting. 
Advantage is that it promotes transparency in the conduct of monetary policy. Further, it increases 
the accountability of monetary authorities to the inflation objective. 

Prices impact on the macro economy in many ways - welfare of people, growth and stability of the 
economy in a globalised order. 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI), entered into an agreement with the Ministry of Finance in 2015 that 
mandates the RBI to bring inflation below 6% by January 2016, and 4% (plus or minus 2%) in the 
following years. 

The Reserve Bank is committed to bringing inflation below 6 per cent by January 2016. The 
consumer inflation target has been set at 4 per cent, with a band of plus or minus 2 percentage 
poin�, for the financial year 2016-17. 

Under the agreement, the central bank will be deemed to have missed its target if consumer 
inflation remains above the 6 per cent level for three consecutive quarters during 2015-16 or ifit 
remains below 2 per cent for three consecutive quarters during the year 2016-17. The bank will 
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